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KONFTEL INTRODUCES ONE-TOUCH
CONFERENCING

K

onftel has unveiled a new solution
which they say will open up
professional level calling to everyone- at
the touch of just one button.
As well as one touch conferencing
via the application, the Konftel 300IPx
boasts high quality Omnisound HD
audio clarity, SD call recording and
a built-in bridging function. It has
connectivity options for wireless
headsets, extra microphones and
loudspeaker equipment and is ideally
suited for all rooms including a large
auditorium. In addition the 300IPx
has a USB port and is compatible with
Skype for Business, Cisco, Avaya and
other high powered meeting solutions.
Jeff May, Konftel’s Regional Sales
Director commented, “Traditional
conference calls can be confusing
and daunting with different codes,
passwords, procedures and platforms.
Around 75% of calls to our helpdesk
are about how to make multiparty
calls, so we know if people are
not comfortable they won’t have a
great experience. They don’t tend
to use conferencing everyday. But

in conjunction with our Konftel
Unite app the 300IPx represents the
ultimate audio conferencing tool –
from call management to exceptional
audio performance. Everyone is
familiar with their mobile phones and
we want to make things as easy and
intuitive as possible.”

Jeff added: "Users simply Bluetooth
their mobile to the 300IPx to access
all their diary appointments and
phone contacts and bring them onto a
multiparty call if necessary. Their phone
becomes a remote control with the
conference call taking place over a high
quality IP network."

Build Smart Hosted
PBX Bundles

Generate Higher Margins with
Targeted Services and Bundles
Did you know?
• 55% of Users require a DDI Number, are you paying for 100%?
• 24% of Users take mobility Bundles
• VanillaIP Avg Seat Sale Price £10.41/mth, purchase price £4.13/mth
Build your own packages to stand out in a crowded market. Use Uboss intelligence to profile user
adoption of services and target up-sell marketing.
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